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Kirkpatrick Highlights Law School Anniversary Celebration
by Nina Abelman

.

Jeane Kirkpatrick, the Reaganappointed U.S. Ambassador to the
United Nations, spoke at the UPS
Law School's Tenth Anniversary
Celebration last Friday evening. A
former Leavy Professor at
Georgetown University in
Washington D.C., she addressed an
audience of one-third law students
and one-third law a nd
undergraduate school professors,
and one-third prominent community
members and alumni of the law
school. Approximately twenty
Tacoma citizens and law students
gathered outside the newly
renovated Pantages Theatre, where
the celebration was held, to protest
U.S. military involvement in El
Salvador. Chants of "we don't want
your secret war" rang out in
response to covert CIA action in
Latin America.
Kirkpatrick began her speech by
expressing indignation for the protesters she encountered two days
earlier while speaking at the Jefferson Memorial Lectures at University
of California Berkeley who, according to the ambassador, were dressed in "black robes" and "white
death masks." Kirkpatrick stated
that she was not upset by their
disagreement, but by their "exercise
in coercion" and close-mindedness,
saying that such camouflage is unnecessary in a free society. A display
of this kind, she asserted, breaks the
social contract, the relationship between man and society.
The Hobbesian concept of the
Social Contract was the central
theme of Kirkpatrick's talk. (The
contract stems from the idea that
men are essentially estranged,
engaged in a war of "every man
against every other man." However,
each man has an interest in his own
security, hence a strong central
government is needed to "overawe
them all" and unite the people in
their mutual interest for peace and
security.) Kirkpatrick stated that the
"use of force breaks the contract on
which society is based" leading to
anarchy, and quoting Hobbes'
famous theory, renders life "solitary
nasty, brutish, and short."
Kirkpatrick also spoke of the need to
renounce certain freedoms incompatible with liberty for the sake of
security.
Applying the contract to the international order and creation of the
U.N., Kirkpatrick said the theory
"assumes all government will abide
by the U.N. laws, or the U.N. may apply such measures as economic and
military [sanctions] to restore peace

and security."
Kirkpatrick went on to speak of
the deficiencies of the U.N. due to
the member nations' subordination
to their own national goals rather
than being a united international
body for the "peaceful settlement of
disputes."
Continuing, the ambassador spoke
of budget problems, caused by the
"disjunction of power and responsibility." According to Kirkpatrick,
10 major nations contribute 76 percent of the total budget, the U.S. being the top contributor with the
U.S.S.R. second. The policy of the
U.N. is "one nation, one vote"
through the General Assembly, instead of being based on economic or
military strength. The problem with
this, says Kirkpatrick, is that "the nations who vote, don't pay and the nations who pay don't vote."
In reference to human rights,
Kirkpatrick stated there is a "double,

triple, quadruple" standard with
respect to investigations in communist versus non-communist states.
She said that "communist countries
are never considered worthy of the
attention of the Human Rights Commission."
Moreover, Kirkpatrick said that
two things have happened in regard
to the U.N. First, that "all nations
decline to deliver some questions of
bodily importance to it," and
secondl9, that the member nations
"decline to be bound by U.N. decisions." This statement she exemplified with England's negligence
in regards to not submitting plans
for its invasion of the Falkland
Islands, Israel's negligence with
regard to the Golan Heights, as well
as mentioning other instances of
negligence. Kirkpatrick called the
U.N. a "political arena" for the
"ongoing game of politics of
alliances."

The ambassador reiterated her
tough cold war stance set out in her
commentary article "Dictatorships
and Double Standards" which won
her admiration from President
Reagan and the top U.N. position.
She said that the United States has
not understood the "chess-game we
are involved in" because we tend to
reject the "horrible," but assured us
that "we are getting better at the
game." The U.N. plan, Kirkpatrick
says, is to renew the social contract,
to "extend the domain of law and
restrict the domain of violence"
because "mutual respect and civility
are the basics of democracy."
The hour long presentation was
followed by a short question and
answer period after which
Kirkpatrick received a standing ovation from the audience.

Thailand Winterim: Personal Impressions
By Brian Threlkeld
Bangkok, 6:18 a.m. Saturday,
1 January 1983
The bus pulls onto the avenue, the
Grateful Dead singing out of the
speakers (hey, "St. Stephen"). Traffic
builds already, and in the cloudless
sky a thick haze filters the dull red
of the dawn. It's a holiday, and still
the streets hum and roar, and swirl
with the activity of people. Now, the
saffron-gowned monks are frequently seen on their rounds, gathering
donations of food from the laity.
Within a few blocks of great commercial buildings lies wretched
poverty: squalid metal and cloth
shacks lining a fetid stream. Most of
the housing one sees is apartments,
crowded and worn.

Now, inside a temple. Muffled
music seeps in from a nearby
loudspeaker. Siddhartha Gautama,
eyes downcast, smiles faintly, and
calls the earth to witness the
triumph of his contemplation and
imminent enlightenment against all
that would distract, delude, and
destroy the human quest for truth.
Statues of his disciples kneel, as do
the Western students, before the
twenty-foot, golden image. Metal
and glass gleam in the low light.
Here, as in the Grand Palace complex, the objects of devotion are
maintained well; a marked contrast
to Wat Arun (Temple of the Dawn),
and especially to the Temple of the
Reclining Buddha, where decay and
wear bear testimony to the transience of material things. But always
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the sacred places are witness to a living, deeply-held faith.
Witness to faith
Yesterday, a professor is called
over by a young monk sitting on a
bench in the Reclining Buddha complex, and a student joins them. The
monk, from northern Thailand, joined the sangha (order) as a boy, partly
to get an education. He says it is
sometimes difficult to be a monk in
a big, cosmopolitan city such as
Bangkok. Now, he ponders the
choice of leaving the order so as to
continue his education. He wonders
about life as a layperson, and the
challenges it poses.
Witness to faith
This morning, in the shrine housing the temple complex stupa,
students and a professor talk with an
Indian monk, a former physics
student. He tells how becoming and
being a Buddhist must be a critically
examined process. "The Buddha's
words are not to be followed
blindly." They require an intelligent,
thoughtful choice. Even so, "Buddhism does not need man. It is an independent truth. Man needs Buddhism. This temple [with two hundred fifty ordained monks and one
hundred fifty novices] does not need
me. I need this temple."
A student asks, "What is the first
thing that the monks have to learn?
The Four Noble Truths, or ..."
"One must first learn to know
. .

. .

continued on page 12
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EDITORIAL
Kirkpatrick Conference Showed Her "True Colors"
by M. Scott Hamilton
Press conferences are usually contrived, to a point, but the recent
"Questions Only" format Jeane
Kirkpatrick press conference, given
at the Norton Clapp Law Center last
Friday afternoon before her Pantages Theatre address, was sickening. The point here is not whether
one may agree or disagree with her
views on matters of international
concern, that is not the issue. What
is important is that she treated nearly every newsperson who questioned
her with an incredibly supercilious,
far removed, "ivory tower" contempt and snobbishness, together
with a general lack of respect.
It's not that the questions were
not intelligent — they were— ranging
from "How does the situation in
Libya make your job more difficult"
to queries about her - relations with
other U.S. diplomatic personnel and
her views on current world crises,
such as the one in El Salvador. Her
response to most of these questions
was a haughty reply. (Examples: "I'm
a political scientist, not a military expert/I enjoy academic life, I'm not
doing this job because I like it, but
because it's important and President
Reagan asked me to", etc., etc., etc.)
Get the picture?

This press conference should have
been retitled "Queen Kirkpatrick
berates her humble subjects for expecting her to respond civilly to
their questions." At the end of the
conference, and, evidently, after her
Pantages address, newspeople were
looking at each other and asking, "Is
there really a story in this?" I will
venture to say that there is, but it's
not what one might have expected.
If the U.S. is not to continue "slipping" in terms of its relative impotence in the U.N., as Kirkpatrick
asserts, then answers lie not only in a
new, or continued emphasis on international law, but also in the way that
diplomats conduct themselves
among others. Sure the Ambassador
is tired of getting hassled
everywhere she goes, (what she calls
a symptom of "mob-rule") but that
does not mean that she has no
responsibility to the people whom
she represents. Her behavior at the
press conference is simply one example of a long string of public relations (or should I say "dis"
relations?) blunders. Given that conference and her well known poor
public image, she seems unable to
relate to anyone except on her own
"academic" level .
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Well, Mrs. Kirkpatrick I have news
for you! I'm a political scientist too,
but that doesn't mean I like your attitude any more than the next guy or
gal!
It is time that we "underlings" let
President Reagan know that his appointee, who does not "like" her job,
is seriously damaging any positive
official moves she might make with

her condescending, rude and
disgraceful behavior. The U.S. needs
an intelligent, well-informed Ambassador to the United Nations, not
a snotty, bitter woman who would
rather give a lecture on elementary
political theory than face up to
direct intelligent questions posed to
her by the "little people" she
represents.

LETTERS...
■IP

To the Editor and Trail readers,
There is a general lack of
knowledge about rape, its complex
nature, and its consequences.
Although rape is not a new social
phenomenon, its persistence increasingly demands our attention, concern, and activism. The UPS ad hoc
committee, Action Against Sexual
Assault, was formed by several
students in an effort to create an atmosphere conducive to clear, informed discussion on the issue of
rape. Beginning on March 1st, a
three day forum entitled Stopping
Rape: The Power of Awareness will
be held in order to offer all those
concerned an opportunity for better
understanding of the various — and
elusive — aspects of rape.
The discussions — all of which in-

A special thanks to all members of
Circle K and their dates who helped
with the Sadie Hawkins dance.
Without you it couldn't have been as
great as it was. Extra special thanks

clude presentations by guest
speakers — will take place March 1st,
2nd, and 3rd at 7:15 in the basement
lounge of Seward Hall.
Refreshments will also be served.
Again, we feel that rape is an issue
that demands our attention and concern. Fortunately academic surroundings afford all of us the environment needed to further educate
ourselves on this subject. We ask
that everyone consider attending.
Sincerely,
Action Against Sexual Assault:
Gillian Allen
Anthony Hemstad
Martin Jackson
Kathleen Ka'au'a
Emily Read
Leslie Taylor

•

to Bruce A, Dawn F, Dawn C, Colleen B, Sharon R, and of course to
my partner Kathi S.
Thanks again,
Sue R.

•
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GOVERNMENT
Election Rumblings Color Senate Meeting
by Dave Ryan
To anyone accustomed to observing the cycles of student politics,
last Thursday's Senate meeting was
clearly colored by Spring elections.
Nominations closed on Friday,
February 18th with 3 candidates for
President, 2 candidates for Executive Vice President, 2 candidates
for Business Vice President, and 11
candidates for Senate seats.
Presidential candidate Chris Caron
made his intentions known to the
Senate body the week before
nominations opened during his executive report, and presidential candidate John Pilcher has made his in"' tentions known to the individual
members of the Senate body in
private over the last two weeks. Tim
Bradshaw, the only independent
presidential candidate, as well as the
only executive candidate who has
never held an ASB office, was also in
attendance at last Thursday's
meeting shaking hands and taking
notes.
Both Executive Vice Presidential
it candidates Holly Sabelhaus and Joel
Gleghorn now hold Senate offices.
Holly was quite vocal last week, and
Joel neglected to attend. Business
Vice Presidential candidates Dennis
Daugs and Dan Cummings, both
former Senators, attended, as well as
did a handful of Senate candidates.
Since the Senate meeting, the starting date for advertising has gone into effect with a number of condenders already displaying signs.
The spending limits on advertising
set by Senator Brant Henshaw's elections committee is $29.24 for Senate
candidates, and $58.48 for executive
candidates. When asked about the
reason for the odd figures, Brant
replied, "last year's figures were added to figures reflecting the rise in
the cost of living."
Other than the general flavoring
of the upcoming campaigns, the
meeting consisted of business as
usual. The minutes from the
previous session were accepted with
minor spelling corrections. During
the open forum the new Media Advisor, Bill Hirshman, introduced
himself, expressed that he looked
forward to his work, and congratulated the University for their
"foresight" in creating his job, as
well as inviting students to take advantage of his office hours in SUB
room 210. Open forum closed with
representatives from the SPURS, a
sophomore service organization, appealing to the Senators to recruit
new members from their liaison constituents.
Under executive reports, President Healey repeated his announcement of Alumni Career Night on
March 15, at 7:00 in McIntyre 106.
Alumni Career Night is an opportunity for students to meet with alumni
who have entered careers unrelated
to their major field of college study.
Executive Vice President Chris
Caron outlined the elections procedures, guidelines, and deadlines.
The dilemma of whether or not, or if

so when, candidates for Spring elections should resign from their present offices still seemed to be up in
the air. Senator Lisa Kruger commented, "It doesn't seem fair" about
the prospect of a losing candidate
not having an office after resigning
for a campaign. President Healey
pointed out that the presiding President may exercise the option to appoint two Senators, who may or may
not be the unsuccessful candidates,
should the President choose not to
hold a special election. Business
Vice President Dean Koch made the
last executive report by announcing
that KUPS FM has now received all
of the equipment necessary to increase broadcast power to 100 watts
from the present 10 watt capability
The equipment is currently being
tested for Federal Communications
Commissions proof of performance
standards, and a "ribbon cutting
ceremony" should be announced
soon.
The first committee report was
made by Carrie Glenn, chairperson
of the Foods Committee. Carrie announced that the committee had
managed to meet with Dick Grimwood, Director of UPS Foodservice,
and decided to post 3 new directory
signs in the snackbar. Foods Committee has also ordered signs to indicate that the north alcove of the
snack bar is the only area where
smoking is permitted. The new
smoking regulations will go into effect as soon as the signs arrive. Carrie looked into the ventilation of the
north alcove after her comment
"smokers generally do not care
about ventilation" was not well
received in the Senate meeting two
weeks ago, and satisfied herself that
the north alcove was adequate.
Senator Anthony Hemstad, chairman of the ASB Task Force on Student Activities gave a summary of
the open meeting his committee
held last Tuesday. When asked if the
slave sale issue was a two sided problem he replied, "No, I don't think it
is really a black and white issue," to
the all white Senate body and audience. He went on to outline the
format for next Monday's closed
meeting of the Task Force. Senator
John Pilcher expressed that he was
"concerned about racial comments"
in connection with the issue.
However, he did not elaborate on
the nature of such comments.
Senator Holly Sabelhaus announced
that Panhellenic will be meeting this
Wednesday to discuss pledge auctions, after the presidents of all
sororities have had a chance to meet
with their respective houses. Chris
Caron added that IFC had met on the
16th and made no further comment.
The only item of old business was
a motion by Senator Chad Haines
asking for ASB recognition for a
campus chapter of Amnesty International. The motion passed unanimously
Under New Business, the topic of
resignation with respect to Spring

close with announcements. President Healey forwarded Dean of
Students David Dodson's apologies
for missing the last two Senate
meetings, and his intentions to keep
up and attend more often. Senator
Pilcher announced that a rough
draft of the student code has been
written, and a final draft will follow
soon. The next three meetings promise to be saturated with Spring
elections, aspirations and well attended by some first time candidates who in the past may have
been seemingly invisible.

candidates holding ASB offices was
again taken up. After a discussion of
the possibility of reversing the
number of Senate seats open in the
Spring (5) and the number open in
the Fall (7), Senator Ron Smith
pointed out the fact that the present
distribution allows for more experienced Senators to remain in office while the new executive administration takes over. It was also
pointed out that the by-laws, as they
now stand, require all candidates
holding ASB offices to resign before
the primary election.
Thursday's meeting came to a

ASUPS Spring Elections

Meet the Candidates
ASUPS President

TIM BRADSHAW
It is my feeling that this election
will present clear decisions for the
students. Distinctions and decisions
to be made by perceptions of interest and sincerity of the candidates involved.
My goal in this article and campaign is not to propose a set of
predictable promises, but rather to
propose a set of challenges. My candidacy is based on a desire to go
beyond the traditional reactive
government role and improve UPS
as a whole through productive stu-

dent government. This direction of
purpose is no doubt my incentive for
running for ASUPS President and for
the possibilities and challenges the
office holds.
The office holds the challenge to
improve the channels of communication of campus policy
through efficient planning.
Secondly, the challenge to realize
the purpose of police, whether that
be from ASUPS or the administration itself. The need to know the influences upon this campus and to
see the direction we are headed is
our natural concern.
Furthermore, the awaited office
challenges the new student President to invite new ideas and promote the diversity of cultures and interests on this campus .
Should I be elected, my support
for these concerns and proposals
will not end this March, but next
March. Accomplishments cannot be
guaranteed nor promised, but our
challenges can.
Thank you,
Tim Bradshaw

continued on page 4

Join the New
Pre-Law Society
Meeting: Thurs. Feb. 24

Grand Canyon

BACK PACKING TR I P
Spring Break
wilderness adventure with an emphasis on personal
awareness and group cooperation.
$170.00 includes transportation, food on the trail, and
group equipment.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
contact Counseling Center by March 4. Sub 201
x3372
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Meet the Candidates

CHRIS CARON
The position of ASB President is
an extremely important one. Not only is he the executive head of student government, but he is also the
primary spokesperson for students
with Trustees, administrators, faculty, and parties from outside the
university. This position therefore requires a highly qualified individual.
My name is Chris Caron, and I feel
that I am this person. I base this
claim on experience. For the past
two years I have dedicated my time
to representing students. First I
became a Senator and then I achieved the position of Executive VicePresident which I hold now. My involvement has shown me that experience and understanding are
crucial to an administration. A great
deal of time is lost while becoming
acquainted with a new position and
the many people one must work
with. If I am elected, this time will
not be lost! Through direct experience I understand the responsibilities of this position, because I
have already performed many of
them. I already have established
working relationships with Trustees,
Administrators and Faculty. These
factors alone offer the chance for an
extremely smooth transition between administrations. They also
have given me the ability to be a
very effective student administrator.
If you are looking for a person
who is in touch with students, one
who has knowledge of ASUPS student government, and one who has
proven commitment and drive, vote
Chris Caron for ASUPS President.

JOHN PILCHER

P ho tos by Je ff Cas te llino

continued from page 3

Changes at the University of Puget
Sound that benefit the students are
not always easily achieved. Faculty
and staff members have their own interests to protect. Therefore, it is the
responsibility and obligation of the
President of the Student Body to
represent the interests of the
students at all times and to insure
that the faculty and administrative
staff, university leaders and Board of
Trustee members hear and are
responsive to those interests.
I'm John Pilcher and I'm running
for ASUPS President. During the
time I have spent in the legislative
branch of student government as a
leader in the Student Senate, and in
the judicial branch as a Student
Court member, I have gained a great
deal of experience in working with
the above mentioned members of
the university. I want to put that experience to work for the students as
a dedicated and organized leader of
the student body.

Executive Vice President

JOEL GLEGHORN
Vote experience! Vote Joel
Gleghorn, Executive Vice-President!
Anyone who has seen my posters or
has heard my speeches, knows that
this is one of the main thrusts of my
campaign. The reason that I have
made it an issue, and feel that it
should be considered as a criteria
for your decision, is the nature of the
office. First, the office requires an
extensive knowledge of parliamentary procedure. My experience in
this area is unparalleled. I was able
to test my knowledge of parliamentary procedure against 1500 fellow
competitors, and finished 6th in the
state of California for the year
1979-80.
Beyond this basic knowledge, the
office also requires the expertise to
transfer this knowledge to the function of leadership. Again my experience is unequalled, as my many
hours of training as a group leader
have been practiced in the many
forms of efficient, functioning
groups that I have chaired or presided over.
Remember, when the job requires
knowledge and expertise, trust experience! Vote Joel Gleghorn!

HOLLY SABELHAUS
By electing Holly Sabelhaus for
Executive Vice-President, the student body will have an experienced,
knowledgeable, and enthusiastic administrator in this position! During
my years here at UPS, I have been involved in an array of activities that
more than qualifies me for this position. Currently, I serve as an ASUPS
Senator and as senator, I am a
representative on the finance, food,
and diversity committees. I have
also worked for KUPS and the TRAIL
which has provided insight into the
intricate workings of two important
campus medias. For the past two
years I have also been a member of
the Panhellenic Council
The position of Executive VicePresident requires knowledge of
parliamentary procedure, of which I
have been heavily exposed to in the
last three years. But, more importantly, this person must have the
ability to continuously motivate the
12 member Student Senate along
with communicating to students,
committees and administration. The
ability to communicate effectively
outside of our weekly Senate
meetings is crucial to the progress
and success of the Senate and executive administration.
My knowledge of the system here
at UPS, its needs and its strengths,
makes me, Holly Sabelhaus, the
most qualified candidate for ASUPS
Executive Vice-President.
Thank you!

Business Vice President

DAN CUMMINGS
Hi, I'm Dan Cummings, I'm a
Junior, an Economics Major/Business Minor, and I'm running
for Business Vice-President.
ASUPS is an organization made up
of a wide variety of clubs, programs,
medias, and other services. For the
past two years, I have been involved
with one or another of all of these

areas. First, I served as an ASUPS
Senator last year and held positions
on the Finance, Resources and Safety Committees. While on Finance, I
gained first-hand experience in
allocating money to the clubs, purchasing a new ASUPS Van, and
general day-to-day operations of the
organization. My tenure on
Resources and Safety dealt with student surveys and the addition of new
student parking spaces near the A/LUniversity Hall area.
During this past school year, I
have been the Chairperson of the
ASUPS Lectures Committee and
have worked with the largest budget
in the Programs Department, and
also one of the largest in the
organization. This experience with
budgeting, working with the present
administration, and working with the
University on direct financial matters concerning lectures, has given
me the background I consider
necessary for Business VicePresident.
Therefore, I plan to use my experience and knowledge in the
ASUPS organization to bring forth a
continued growth both financially
and through the expansion of new
clubs, programs, medias, and other
service needs. I ask you now to support ASUPS by voting on March 3
and 10 and to support Dan Cummings as your candidate for Business
Vice-President on March 10.

DENNIS DAUGS
I will be campaigning for Business
Vice-President with ASB and
budgeting experience. During my
freshman year I was an active
ASUPS Senator and was able to help
a lot of students become more informed and active at UPS.
Last spring I was one of six
students that wrote this year's
budget. My responsibilities as
Business V-P will be to see that this
year's budget committee writes up a
budget that treats all ASUPS funded
groups fairly, but also, leaves contingency funds for use during the
budgetted year.
In order to better understand the
on-the-job difficulties of the
Business Vice-President, I have talked extensively with the present
Business V-P. I am confident I can
run a smooth transition and set up a
compromising budget for next year's
students. If you have any questions
or comments I am always open to
your concerns.

continued on page 5
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Meet the Candidates
ASUPS Senate
continued from page 4

DEBBIE DAHLIN

•

ASUPS needs commitment in effort, time and efficiency. I, Debbie
Dahlin, am committed to these principles and want to work toward improving the spirit of UPS in order to
form a more cohesive and unified
student body.
Currently, I am an officer on the
Governance Committee; I am
responsible for reports to the Senate
concerning proposals for changes
needed in the By-Laws. I am,
therefore, well-versed in the duties
of a Senator and the laws which
govern them. I am a sophomore and
have learned leadership qualities
through participation in my sorority
and business honorary.
As a student, I see the most important duty of a Senator is linking the
students with their government. The
current liaison program is inefficient
and ineffective. I have ideas to
remedy this situation. For example,
Senators should spend one hour a
week getting to know the liaison
groups they represent.
Thank you and vote Debbie
Dahlin for Senate.

BRIAN ENGLE

•

Relative to other schools, UPS
does not suffer from particularly
disruptive problems. However, if any
issue on campus deserves scrutiny,
the lack of student involvement in
group activities should be a priority.
The reasons for student apathy
are as difficult to remedy as they are
to determine. I firmly believe that I
can, as Senator, make a dent in the
student apathy problem by advocating the following:
1) making student ideas more ac-

cessible to the Senate ear by persistently encouraging student suggestions and
2) promoting and furthering the
founding of clubs and organizations
that meet specific student needs.
I hope to make people better
aware of both Senate accomplishments and the relative ease
of which a group can start an
organization. Furthermore, I believe
the Senate's large contingency fund
might provide the incentive
necessary for students to establish
organizations similar to the newlyformed Pre-Law Society (similar
relative to their intent to fulfill a
necessity). Certainly the Pre-Law
Society, of which I am a part, is serving a need by providing LSAT
Preparation and pre-law advising.
Perhaps organizations can be found
in lieu of MCAT, GMAT, GRE
preparation. As Senator I would
competently and efficiently serve
the UPS student body by, most importantly, entering office with
realistically attainable goals.

each of our college experiences
more positive. I believe I am worthy
of your confidence. Show your confidence and vote Laura Kane.

DAN HOLSENBACK
Experience. Enthusiasm. Dedication. Three political buzz-words that
have almost become trite. In my
case though, I sincerely think that
they apply.
My experience goes back to high
school. I was class treasurer my first
two years and president my junior
and senior years. In addition, I had
the privilege of being a delegate to
both California Boys State and
leadership conferences in Valley
Forge, PA and Washington, D.C.
This year, at UPS, I am a member
of the Freshman Council. I am the
Senate Liaison. My duty is to attend
the Senate meetings and present any
projects we might have. This has provided me with invaluable experience
that would help me as a Senator.
I was an independent for the first
semester and am now a pledge to
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity.
This dual experience will help me to
better represent all of you.
Thank you,
Dan Holsenback

•

JANICE GAUB
My name is Janice Gaub, and I am
a junior majoring in International Affairs. Having attended UPS for three
years, as well as participating in
many school activities, I am very
familiar with the campus community. These experiences have lead to
insights that would be beneficial to
me as Senator. Presently, I am on the
University Enrichment Committee
where I have worked closely with
faculty members on the allocation
of enrichment funds. As Tours and
Travels Coordinator, I was responsible for a budget, and I developed
and promoted weekend excursions.
In addition, I am a member of Kappa
Alpha Theta sorority, and have held
several offices therein. I also spent a
semester in the German House, and
through these living situations I have
learned to deal with various personalities.
Now I seek to combine my past
experiences with new enthusiasm to
serve the Associated Students of
UPS as a Senator. My motive is simple: In my past experiences I have
heard many opinions about matters
concerning students. However, I
have not seen as many results as I
would like. Therefore, I would like
the opportunity to serve on the student senate to promote these opinions, needs, and ideas for the
students. I will promise to work hard
and represent the students' best interests. For•your best interest - vote
for Janice Gaub!!

LAURA KANE
I have always set high standards
for myself and consider it a
challenge to excel at whatever I do.
My academic record is a solid indication of my motivation and determination to always do my best. As a
freshman, I can only cite high school
leadership positions. I held a variety
of student government offices and
was on the student advisory committee to the major. I feel experience is
important, but so is the right attitude. I am seeking the responsibility of serving as an ASUPS Senator,
and having made this decision to
commit myself, you can be assured
that I will follow through. I see the
office as an exciting, stimulating
challenge. I feel I am an informed,
responsible person with a realistic
approach to the potential that the
Senate possesses in terms of making

DUNCAN MARSH
The ASUPS Senate represents and
provides for the needs of the student
body. The Senate voices the
students' opinions and concerns in
dealing with the administration. This
year's Senate will allocate funds
totalling over $300,000 to student
programs, from athletic teams to the
very paper you're reading. The
responsibility of a Senator's position
is huge, and so is yours: to select the
best candidates to fill the five
senatorial positions.
I, Duncan Marsh, offer my
knowledge, my abilities, my efforts,
to represent YOU as ASUPS Senator.
I'm a sophomore living in Regester
Hall. I've had extensive experience
in high school student government.
At UPS I've participated in residence
hall programming and intramurals,
and been involved with KUPS. The
greatest experience I can bring to
the Senator position is serving as a
Resident Assistant this year. As an
RA I work with many administrative
departments and various student
committees. I also have access to a
great deal of input from students
about issues and problems they feel
need to be resolved or improved
upon.
Such input is essential to a successful Senator. By definition, a
Senator represents the opinions of
the student body. We must improve
communications between students
and the Senate. This will allow the
Senate more insight into students'
opinions, and better inform the student body of the Senate's actions,
creating a more cohesive student
community. Improved communications would benefit student media,
where both KUPS and the Trail must
assess their roles in relation to the
majority of the students. An interresidence hall government, proposed by the Residential Life Office,
would improve communications by
representing a vast majority of oncampus students.
I am dedicated to achieving these
goals and the many others WE will
strive for. I'm available at any time
for suggestions and/or questions. WE
can and WILL improve our University. Please vote Duncan Marsh for
ASUPS Senate. Thank you!

continued on page 6
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SCOTT MORGAN
My name is Scott Morgan. I am a
21-year-old junior transfer student
from Washington State University
where I lived and was active in the
Greek System. Now, here at UPS, I
am an independent living in
Regester Hall. As a Senator, I believe
this exposure to both systems would
enable me to better represent the
student body as a whole.
While at W.S.U. I held the offices
of pledge class president, social
chairman, Interfraternity Council
and Greek Week representatives.
Holding these offices taught me how
to organize a large number of people as well as accept suggestions
and criticism. My first semester at
UPS was devoted to meeting as
many students and faculty as possible, while exploring a variety of extra curricular activities.
In conclusion, coming from a
large school to UPS with its
academic excellence and emphasis
on the person as an individual, has
made me very appreciative and enthusiastic about serving as Senator
in our student government. I urge
you to vote and I ask for your support in both the primary and general
election.

STEVE REINMUTH
Voters:
As a candidate for the office of
ASUPS Senator-at-Large, I would like
to stress the importance of voter
awareness and involvement. After
all, the UPS Senate was designed for
the purpose of representing your interests as students. To do this effectively, we as candidates, and you as
voters, should understand how and
why we intend to represent you.

As a sophomore this year, I'm
majoring in Politics and Government, and minoring in Business Administration. I am both qualified and
concerned enough to find out what
you have to say, and convey that to
others. Besides time and dedication,
I'm also willing to put my experience
with past positions of leadership to
use for you as a Senator.
The most recent of my leadership
roles was serving as Chairman of the
ASUPS Student Resources Committee; a committee designed to focus
on student opinions regarding
various university-related issues. To
accomplish this, a detailed survey
will be distributed this Spring to help
the Senate, and others, better meet
your needs as a student body. To
me, that's what it's all about - us
talking with you, and you with us.
It's because of this, that I really
believe that I can and together we
will.
Thanks for reading ,
Steve Reinmuth

JUANITA SINKFIELD
My name is Juanita Sinkfield; I'm
a junior and a candidate for ASUPS
Senate. I am sure that I would make
a good representative for the
students of UPS.
Through my involvement in the
private sector (Social Work Services)
I have obtained experience in
negotiating and initiating policies.
This experience along with my ability to work effectively with others
would be a plus if used as a Senator.
Being a Senator at UPS would allow
me to do what I initially planned.
Those plans are to keep abreast of
the latest developments concerning
the university as a whole, as well as
the student body. As a Senator, I
consider it to be equally important
to keep the associated students of
UPS informed of these
developments. This can be done by
publishing policies that are being
considered for adoption or change.
One can utilize the "Tattler" or "The
Trail" for publishing, as each is an informative line of communication.
Publishing such policies allows an
opportunity for feedback from the
student body.
A new government is in process,
and soon we will witness changes in
both the administration and some
policies. Avoid the possibility of
decisions being made without your
input, or being poorly represented.
Vote for one who is dependable,
concerned and committed to informing and representing students and

their needs effectively. Sinkfield can
do these things and more. Vote
Sinkfield for Senate.

SHELLEY TURNER
Hi there, I am Shelley Turner. Let
me answer just one question for you:
Why am I running for Senate? I feel I
can be an effective representative
for you, the UPS Student Body,
because of the skills and knowledge
I have gained through my experience here so far. I am currently a
junior. I have worked with Safety
and Security, Food Service and Admissions (I am currently a tour
guide). Last year I was a Resident
Assistant and am presently a Hall
Coordinator Through these experiences I have learned about student's needs and how to effectively communicate with the population
here at UPS. I have also worked with
the Senate Safety Committee to
allow students more parking spaces
on campus.
Consequently I have become
aware of the important role the
Senate plays in facilitating those
needs. I would like to be a part of
that communication process in
representing you. Get your representative vote in ... Shelley Turner.

My current position as a Resident
Assistant has strengthened my
leadership skills and my ability to
work with a variety of people. It has
also fostered a stronger awareness
of our campus and its resources. I
have worked with KUPS for 1 1/2
years, participated in the Forensics
program and hold Pi Kappa Delta
membership, and have joined the
recently formed UPS Pre-Law Society. All of these activities have
helped me develop efficient timemanagement and organizational
skills.
ASUPS Senate needs hardworking
people to represent you, the
students. I feel qualified to fill that
position. I'm dedicated to the betterment of UPS, and determined to
make student Senate the voice of
the people. Vote Tracey Wickersham for ASUPS Senate.

Greek News
Sigma Alpha Epsilon received the
highest GPA of all the fraternities for
the seventh semester in a row. Vicepresident Richard Pelly has been
nominated for a national award for
his construction of an anti-hazing
pledge manual.

JEW

Phi Delta Theta recently awarded
in-house scholarships of $250 to Paul
Fawcett, Ron Smith, Pete Walsh, and
Matt Smith. This scholarship is part
of an endowment given by Frank C.
Neal, a deceased alumnus of Phi
Delta Theta.
Sigma Chi recently volunteered 25
members to help the Association of
Retarded Citizens take inventory at
the Fabricland store at the Sea-Tac
Mall. They also donated 10 units of
blood to the sone of Mrs. Reede,
who works in the Greek row tunnels.

a

All the fraternities are interested
in organizing parties with various independent living groups and
organizations. If interested, call one
of the fraternities and ask for the
social chairman. Greeks are proud of
their living conditions and invite
anyone to come see for themselves.

•

INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?

rim
A representative
will be on the campus
WEDNESDAY,

TRACEY WICKERSHAM
The position of Senator is a
challenging and demanding one, and
it requires a responsible individual
with effective leadership skills, welldeveloped communicative skills,
clear and unbiased thinking, and the
ability to work with a wide variety of
people.
I'm Tracey Wickersham, a
sophomore majoring in French/International Affairs and Communications. I believe that I possess the
necessary skills as well as the energy
and enthusiasm to make ASUPS
Senate work for the students of UPS.

MARCH 2, 1983
to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at
AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL

and job opportunities
in the field of
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Interviews may be scheduled at
CAREER DEVELOPMENT
CENTER

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arizona 85306
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ENTERTAINMENT ItP,
THE TRAIL
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THEATRE
The fifth production of the 1983/84
season at Tacoma Actors Guild Theatre will
I be Harold Pinter's brilliant and witty
Betrayal. The play opens Thursday, March 3,
and continues through Saturday, March 26.
Performances are Tuesdays through Saturdays
at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 7 p.m. Matinees
are Wednesdays and Sundays at 2:30 p.m.
For ticket information call 272-2145 or stop
by the TAG Box Office at: 1323 South
Yakima Avenue, Tacoma, WA 98405.

I

"IL

Charles Towers, former Artistic Director of
the Portland Stage Company (Maine) has
come from New York to direct the first Pinter
play professionally produced in the Seattle/Tacoma area for nearly ten years.
The cast consists of New Yorker Peggy
Schoditsch as "Emma" and local actors:

fi

David Mong as "Jerry," C.R. Gardner as

"Robert," and Gale McNeeley as the
"Waiter."
Betrayal. winner of the New York Drama

•

"The House of Blue
'Leaves" at U.P.S.
"The House of Blue Leaves. '' the highly
acclaimed Off-Broadway hit by social critic
John Guare, opens Friday, March 4 at the Inside Theatre. The play will be performed at
8p.m. March 4, 5, 11, and 12 at the Inside
Theatre.
"The
A contemporary tragicomedy,
House of Blue Leaves" takes place in New
York City in 1965 -- the day the Pope visits.
The play follows a day in the life of Artie
Shaughnessy, a zoo keeper who dreams of
making the big-time as a Hollywood
songwriter, but always seems to be embroiled
in domestic conflicts. An AWOL son who
plans to commemorate the Pope's arrival with
A home-made bomb adds a further twist to
this complicated tale. The play is suggested
for mature audiences.
The 11-member cast is headed by W.
Houston Dougharty as Artie Shaughnessy,
Sid Rundle as Ronnie, Rachel Colloff as Bunny Flingus and Faye Jackson as Bananas
Shaughnessy. In supporting roles are
Christine Sloane as Corrinna Stroller, Jim
Benedetto as Billy Einhom, Katherine Noon, ,
Wendy Rolfe and Ellen DeVine as the three
nuns, Francisco Menendez as the M.P. and
Mike Sacks as The White Man.
UPS assistant communication and theatre
arts professor Thomas Somerville directs,
with UPS student Jan Hubert assisting.
Admission is $4 for the general public, $3
for students and senior citizens. For more inI.formation call 756-3148.

Critics Circle Award for Best Foreign Play, is
an electrifying story of a woman, her husband
and her seven year affair with her husband's
best friend. First produced by the National
Theatre, London, on November 15, 1978.
this moving drama begins in the ruins of the
love affair and climaxes with the first overtures of that love ten years earlier. In
Betrayal. unlike in traditional plots, the path
of discovery is how something happened, not
what might happen. It deals with power relationships between men and the ambiguous
tension of sexuality.
This bittersweet domestic tragedy reveals
the irrational passion that, for Pinter, rules
the world - the classic theme of passion versus
responsible free will.
Pinter, author of this moving drama, has
written several blockbuster plays as well as
"The French
screenplays, such as
Lieutenant's Woman," which starred Meryl
Streep.
Betrayal, soon to be released as an English
film starring Gandhi's Ben Kingsley, is at

once witty, amusing and mysterious - an exquisite and co urage ous p la y .

"Vampire" at U .1111•
Seattle - Dracula lives again! This time as
Nosferatu,

the undead, in Snoo Wilson's

devilishly satirical drama Vampire, which
draws its life-blood from three dark ages, at
the Glenn Hughes Playhouse on the University of Washington campus from March 1
through March 5, at 8 p.m.
A comedy chiller in three acts, Vampire's
action takes place in three eras, each set 50
years apart. The first time, it's a Victorian
seance room. The second time, the vampire
strikes where he's least expected - at an Edwardian cricket match. And the third time, he
swoops down on a modern attic funeral
parlor. During the course of these wander-

Will UPS Pull the Trigger?
ings, Vampire traces the development of the
Nosferatu legend. While revealing the curse

of the undead, the drama takes a sardonic
look at the modern history of the West.
British playwright, Snoo Wilson, is a
founding member of the Portable Theatre in
London and has enjoyed considerable success
in the U.S. A frequent visitor to Seattle, he
was here last year for the Seattle Repertory
Theatre's new play series, which featured
two of his dramas, Salvation Now and The
Glass Widow. Vampire was written in 1973.
Director Bob Baker came to Seattle three
years ago from Boston. He has worked with
the Williamstown Theatre Festival in New
England. In Seattle, he has directed Curse of
the Starving Class by Sam Shepard at the
Conservatory Theatre; and The Exception
and the Rule by Bertolt Brecht at the University of Washington.
Vampire is a production of the UW School
of Drama. Tickets to Vampire are $4 Sunday
through Thursday and $5 Friday and Saturday. Students and senior citizens obtain a $1
discount each night. Tickets are available
from the UW Arts Ticket Office at 4001
University Way N.W. or call 543-4880.

The Washington State
Historical Society
Presents
Ellen Lopp's Letters Home:
A Missionary's Experiences in
Pre-Gold Ruth Alaska!'
An illustrated talk by
Jeanne Engerman
Time: 2:00 p.m., Saturday,
February 26, 1983
At the Museum of the Washington
State Historical Society
315 N.Stadium Way, Tacoma

SHOE-
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every
item's
a hit!
FOR MORE MAGIC,
STEP INSIDE

STEP BEYOND
NEW MUSIC
Ati s rby
Killing Joke

By Steve Fernald
You know, not being long on bucks right
now really makes ya think twice before droppin x amount of cash on a new record, and
can really make it scary to take a plunge on an

ference is that where it improves in production, the style, chording and lyrics go down
the drain and make up for the new improved
production. Lastly, the unkindest cut of all is
that to fill up the B side they simply put

Birds... on it... and change the title! Fooled
the B side than on the A side. What a waste.
Maybe I should have stopped at those Asia
albums after all.

Hog Heaven
By Bill Logan

along on some obscuro rocker from the UK. I
know. Play it safe. Buy some familiar new

In the rising tide of rapidly emerging new

tunes. Middle-of-the-roadster all the way. Be

bands and daily changing trends, The Suburbs

conservative, don't take a chance, and above

remain aloof due to their truly distinctive

all, DON'T BLOW IT. Sound economic ad-

sound and irresistable charisma. This Min-

vice, wot? Anyway, armed with these per-

neapolis based band finally decided to pursue

sonal admonitions, ya head on out to the local

wider recognition with a West Coast tour this

record emporium (in this case, located by a

past summer (which included Seattle) and has

JAFCO) to do your thang and buy some wax

released a new EP called Dream Hog. That
makes three discs total: In Combo (1980);

past stacks of Journey and Asia I stopped to
look around and what is this?! A section of
12 inch format singles and EPs! Only $3.99!
Now this stuff must be a bargain, only $3.99
and danceable, and here is a new EP by Kill-

Credit In Heaven (1981, a double album)
and now Dream Hog, released towards the
end of 1982.
Dream Hog's twisted cover falls right in
line with the Burbs humorous disposition. We

ing Joke, domestically released! Now I am

have a head on view of a bright blue piggy

excited. I remember the first Killing Joke I

bank surrounded with plush feathers, carna-

ever heard. About 3 years ago, a DJ friend of

tions and other filagree. Side A has four new

mine introducted the Seattle area to Change,

cuts. "Roll Over City", the first one,

a murky, dark, echo-ey and emminently

features keyboard man/songwriter Chan Poling explaining his disinterest with social pro-

danceable bit of post-punk dirge from merry
old England. In fact, you could say that they
kinda sorta were heavy metal recycled
through choppy modern waters first plowed
by Joy Division. I'm talking big beat drums
here, with a bass to match, angry guitars, and
the kind of nihilistic vocal/lyrical ambience

SINGLES

OP

again, and I think the sound is even worse on

unknown or new selection by a fave hand, let

(albeit not much). After hurrying nervously
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tocol, illustrated with Bruce Allen guitar
swells and rapid bass plucking from Wildman
Michael Halliday. The second number,
"Waiting", seems to more or less force the

KUP

The English Beat - Special Beat Service
The Jam - The Bitterest Pill (CEP)
R.E.M. - Chronic Town (EP)
Psychedelic Furs - Forever Now
Stray Cats - Built For Speed
Romeo Void - Benefactor
Duran Duran - RIO
Bow Wow Wow I Want Candy
Wall of Voodoo - Call of the West
Talk Talk - The Party's Over
Missing Persons - Spring Session M
ABC - The Lexicon of Love
Altered Images - Pinky Blue
Dexy's Midnight Runners - "Come On
Eileen" (12" single)
Rank and File - Sundown
Men at Work - Business as Usual
Translator - Heartbeats and Triggers
The Clash - Combat Rock
Shreikback - Tench
Spoons - Arias and Symphonies

PROGRESSIVE
MEDIA
Peter Gabriel - Security
Psychedelic Furs - Forever Now
English Beat - Special Beat Service
The Clash - Combat Rock
Joe Jackson - Night and Day
The Who - It's Hard
Stray Cats - Built for Speed
Dire Straights - Love Over Gold
R.E.M. - Chronic Town (EP)
Yaz - Upstairs at Eric's
Wall of Voodoo - Call of the West
ABC - The Lexican of Love
Romeo Void - Benefactor
Elvis Costello - Imperial Bedroom
Men at Work - Business as Usual
Bruce Springsteen - Nebraska
Iggy Pop - Zombie Birdhouse
Adam Ant - Friend or Foe
Toni Basil - Word of Mouth
Rush - Signals

Submitted by Paul Rader

Iggy Pop

gospel, and folk songs that have made him a

By Kathy McDonald

loved him. Willie got a warm response to

listener into a funky dance pattern due to its

sellout throughout his tour. Seattle was no
different in the reaction to his music. They
medleys of "Crazy" and ' the Red Headed

action-at-a-distance dancability. The "Club

After cancelling his concert in November,

Stranger. " A highlight of the evening was his

that is oh-so fashionable (and cool) here in

Mix" 45 RPM version of this song which

Plank, ex of Can) gives the band a way too

constitutes the other side of this album is even
more so.

Iggy Pop made another concert attempt,
February 18th at the Eagles Hippodrome.

'mellower tunes "Georgia," "You Were

the 80's. True, the production (by Konrad
thick sound, but given the art-rock stance of

The third song on side A is "Yo Sa Ba II

A healthy-sized crowd formed while the

mix his tunes with his own solos and others

the guys and the fact that they may have not

Noni". Beejtarist/songwriter Blaine John

from hs "family" or the rest of the band.

yet known their way around the studio, all

Chaney does some wild gesticulating here in

opening band Pop-O-Pie made loud noises.
Iggy Pop fans were more than ready when the

was cool and optimistic. Nowhere to go but
up, dig? Well, I thought I could take a

reference to his upcoming marriage this sum-

joined in with him in a few numbers. Her per-

mer. Over the year Beej has been refining his

singer finally appeared. But his performance,
which included a version of Gloria, and Night

chance on their brand new EP, based on the

demented style of singings and on "Yo So

Clubbing, seemed sluggish and mechanical.

country role with songs like "Born to Run"

reputation that they have/had. Well, I'm
here to tell you that I should have invested in

" he demonstrates his consumate skill and
grace as a truly hair-raising "banshee

According to one fan, "Iggy was doing the
thorazine shuffle. " During an unusually slow

and Bruce Springsteen 's song "Racing in the

the commodities market rather than waste my

vocalist". The last melody on Side A is "The
Best is Over", a relaxing number which ex-

version of Street Crazy, the stage became filled with rowdy dancers. Nervous bouncers

explain.
The first song (of two) on the A Side is

The Suburbs are an enthralling mixture of
considerable musical ability, fascinating con-

rushed onstage but Iggy stopped them, saying, "No. It's okay. Trust me on this."
Rude and abusive behavior are to be ex-

Willie. The seating was the same as would be

that is all there is, so allow this poor soul to

udes large grey clouds of post-party
somberness.

pected of Iggy Pop, who is notorious for

ringing in your ears for three days afterward.

$3.99 on this seamy piece of vinyl. Dance
drums doth not a great record make, when

Birds of a Feather. The song style is not even

tent of message, and heaping gravel pit sized

that bad, but the mix of the record is worse

loads of fun.

than I care to think about. After a toe-tapping
introduction, the ring-ring of guitars comes
in. While they are strongly reminiscient of
another post-punk band's guitars (the Edge
from U-2) they certainly are not that human
or spine-tingling, but they do give an inkling
of what is to come. The vocals come in all
nice and with echo et al but totally unintelligible and glib. I mean, the glibness is in contrast with the instrumental wash of the song
and leaves one feeling uneasy (I do not buy
records to "feel uneasy "). The mix is produced by Conny Plank and Killing Joke, and

CONCERT PREVIEWS AND
REVIEWS

Unfortunately, he failed.

shocking stage shows. However, while Iggy
Pop was both rude and abusive, the show
was shocking for a very different reason. Iggy's 30 minute performance was cut short
when speakers on the left side of the stage
toppled over injuring several people. The
P.A. system was broken. The show was
over.
The fans? Apart from wasting $10.75,
they were left wondering what to do with the
rest of the evening. Next time, many will

Rank and File

know better than to trust Iggy Pop.

WILLIE NELSON

this is the big downfall of the record. The
dean pop sound of the Killing Jokers contrasts

Rank and File's March 5th show should
electrify the audience with its unique blend of
country and new music. The roots of Rank

with Mr. Plank's idea of murk-mastery and
the record comes off sounding like your radio
when two stations are coming in on the same
frequency. This backwash of attitude-dancing

and File are diverse. Members have played in
such noted punk bands as the Monikers, the
Dils and the Nuns. Their latest album on
Slash Records, Sundown, shows much in-

By Dan Cummings

in the mix makes the whole thing come off as

fluence from early Johnny Cash and Buddy
Holly. Opening for Rank and File is Moving

enjoyable evening of music in his own tradition/style. Starting off the show with

Parts, an up and coming local band.

"Whiskey River" and a repertoire of songs
from his Willie and Family Live album, Willie

tepid, unfocused and certainly not bright
enough to pull you away from a cold schooner
to shake and jump. The next song, Sun Goes
Down follows in this mold. The only dif-

For more information call Teresa Correa or
Dan Driscoll at 543-7663.

Rolling in by motorcoach to the Kingdome
on Monday night, Willie Nelson put on an

launched into a full two hours of country,

Always on My Mind, " and "Let Me Be The
One. " Throughout the night, Willie would

Emmy Lou Harris opened for Willie, and later
formance (Ms. Harris) was a more upbeat,

Streets. "
The sound for the Kingdome was not bad
for Ms. Harris, and seemed to improve for
for a Sonics game. It was nice to be able to
leave a concert and not have that constant
For those who attended, Willie Nelson and
Emmy Lou Harris were a foot stompin' good
time and worth the ticket price of $8-$13.
Willie left the crowd in Seattle with
"Whiskey River" and left as he came in - by
motorcoach going back out on the road again
to his next stop on this tour.

j
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The Crosscurrents Review

,,,,....

Praise for the first issue:

116

"I thought Professor Cousens came up with some
remarkable, original and perceptive insights about
my work (Sophie's Choice, the subject of Cousens'
"The Demystification of the Holocaust").

BOOK REVIEW
By Ricki Bea
opper
Topper Takes a Trip
The Night Life of the Gods
Turnabout
Rain in the Doorway
The Stray Lamb
By Thome Smith
Del Rey Books
Paperback $2.25

-William Styron,
author of Sophie's Choice and

The Confessions of Nat Turner

"Handsomely produced, the issue has variety, verve,
passion, and most important, memorable language...I
find the intellectual confrontation altogether
stimulating.
—Joel Canarroe,
Executive Director,
Modern Language Association

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
( ) New subscriber
( ) Renewal

•

Send to: The Crosscurrents Review
University of Puget Sound
Tacoma. Washington 98416

ZIP

and back again, and uses this power on his
money-grabbing social climbing relatives,
returning them to normal only after they

I've got some great news. Six of the ribald

agree to let him do as he pleases with himself

fantasy stories of Thorne Smith have recently

and his money. What he pleases involves
going to New York with his 2000 year old,

been republished by Del Rey Books. "So
what," you say, " why should I care if this

Subscription includes the Fall 1982 and Spring 1983 issues.
Subscribe to The Crosscurrents Review by enclosing this form with your
check or money order for $5.00. (Please include $1.25 for postage and
handling if you live outside the 98406 or 98416 zip code areas.)

discovers how to turn living matter into stone

author's gotten his works republished?"
Well, quite simply, if you don't like light,
humorous fantasies set in the late '20's and

e

wood nymph mistress, animating the statues
of some classical gods, and setting them loose
on New York City. with expected but not
predictable results.

Give in to that creative urge! The Crosscurrents Review is now accepting submissions for its Spiting issue. UPS's literary and scholastic magazine prints
essays, fiction, poetry and artwork for its semi-annual publication.
Deadline for submission to this highly acclaimed magazine is March 15th
-so hurry and send your works to the Crosscurrents office, SUB, Room 212, or
mail them to Crosscurrents, clo University of Puget Sound. We need your
creativity - students, faculty members, and members of the community
alike - so hurry and give in!!

arly '30's, then you shouldn't care at all. It,
on the other hand, the thought of inebriated

Turnabout presents us with a wile and

ghosts, living statues and strange transformations interests you, then you should be happy

husband, each of whom feels that the other's
got it easy, and an Egyptian god who is tired
of hearing them quarrel. This god is so tired

that novels of this type are being reprinted.

of the quarreling that he grants one of their

Thorne Smith's world is filled with many

wishes and gives Tim's mind Sally's body

wonderful characters. The protagonists in his
tales, for the most part, don't care about

and vice versa. This, of course, leads to interesting complications for Sally at her (his?)

social mores (or learn not to care for them),

job, and Tim at home, along with a confused

and love doing anything else that happens to
suit their idea of fun. In short, they're the

dog, a shocked pastor, and an amused god.
Finally, Rain in the Doorway, takes a

type of people you'd like to know and/or be.
In Topper, a good, solid, boring banker

depressed lawyer from his rainy New York

finds himself haunted by two fun, and

store in a land of free flowing "Grog, " huge

"grog", loving ghosts who endeavor to
show him the error of his ways through jaunts

expense accounts, and continuous games of
"musical beds. " A veritable paradise where

through speak-easies and parties with other
lower-plume spirits. This makes him 1)

abusive customers receive abuse from the

socially ruined, 2) pursued by the law, and 3)

and all redeemers and reformers are jailed.
(I haven't finished reading The Stray

happier than he's ever been before.

Topper Takes A Trip, follows this same
banker, now deliciously reformed, on a holiday on the French Riviera with his etherial
friends. A fine time until one of them decides
that Toppper, the banker, would be more fun
as a ghost.
In The Night Life of the Gods, a scientist

BEGINNER OR ADVANCED • Cost is about the same as a semester in a
U.S. college $3.189 Price includes let round trip to Seville from New
York, room. board, and tuition complete Government grants and loans
available for eligible students
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes tour hours a day, four days a
week. Our months. Earn 16 hrs of credit (equivalent to 4 semesters-

taught in U S colleges over a two year time span) Your Spanish
studies will be enhanced by opportunitiespot available in a U S class

City to a partnership in a huge department

salesgirls, the government is run on the graft,

Lamb, but from all indications thus far, it 's at
least as fun as any of the others.)
All in all, I highly recommend these books
for study breaks, and any other time you have
a free, or stolen, couple of hours. Their
characters are well defined, their style's light
and easy and most of all they're fun!

room Standardized tests show our students language skills superior
to students completing two year programs in U.S Advanced courses
also
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements
SPRING SEMESTER — Feb 1 June 1/FALL SEMESTER — Sept 10
Dec 22 each year
FULLY ACCREDITED A program of Trinity Christian College

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
For full information—write to:

2442 E. Collier S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)
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UPS ENTERTAINMENT CALENDA
FEBRUARY/MARCH

..r S ATURDAY 26th

FRIDAY 25th

CAMPUS FILMS/Casablanca &
Play it Again Sam/Mc006

CAMPUS FILMS/Casablanca
Play it Again Sam/Mc006

BASKETBALL/UPS Men vs. Seattle Pacific/Fieldhouse/7:30

L

•

SUNDAY 27th
CAMPUS FILMS/Casablanca &
Play it Again Sam/Mc006
AUDITIONS/for "A Midsummers
Night's Dream"/Inside
Theatre/7pm

..•

:..:.:::::::::.

MONDAY 28th

TUESDAY 29th

„WEDNESDAY
2nd
:..:.::.:

CELLAR/Last M*A*S*H Bash/411p.m.

AUDITIONS/for "A Midsummer :i:i SHOWCASE/INVITATION/SUB
Night's
Dream"/Inside ::k Snack Bar/11:30 to 12:30
Theatre/7p.m.

:

:. : : ::: : :

et

THE BAR
REVIEW

the bar. A couple of full length pool tables
and a handful of video games make up the
rest of the Tide's active entertainment. Most
of the bar is furnished in Henny Wood tables
and chairs, and all of the service is at the bar.
The imported beer selection is pretty good,
and yes, they do have Rainier Dark on tap.
The snack menu consists of the usual pizza,
nachos, and so forth. I recommend the giant
nachos because they come with refried beans,
sour cream, olives, jalapeno peppers and
avocado dip, as well as cheese. Besides the

a

decor, the aspect that made me think "Harbor Lumberjack" at the Tides was the

THE TIDES

clientele. Most of the man there wear

By David Ryan

of place you would expect to meet someone

checkered flannel or wool shirts. It is the kind
who looks like the Logger on the front of the
UPS Bookstore notebooks, although I doubt

The Tides Tavern, located on the shoreline

SHOWCASE

'1
441

actually cut wood for a living.

drag, is a place where you can expect to find
jovial folks, and ocassionally live country

The Tides is a great establishment for
shooting stick, drinking beer, and taking in

music. If a movie were to be made about this

stomping music. I could get tired of it fast if it

establishment, it would have to be "Harbor
Lumberjack. " The two dollar cover charge on

were my only drinking outlet, but it makes a
very pleasant break from the usual Tacoma
scene.

weekends when there is live music is quite
<14,

,

that a very sizable portion of Tides patrons

side of Gig Harbor's only apparent main

reasonable in light of the decent beer and food

INVITATION, TOM DeGROOTS

prices.
The parking lot is filled with an interesting

Jazz band from Seattle will be playing for

mix of B.M.W. 's and four-wheel drive

SHOWCASE in the STUDENT UNION

vehicles with shotgun racks displayed in the

BUILDING Snack Bar on March 2nd from

back windows. Inside, the lights are lazily
dim, while the chatter of one hundred voices

0o

requires you to raise your own. A tight stage
is perched in front of a relatively small dance

0

11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Do not miss this
incredible trio.

0

floor, which is partitioned off from the rest of

? HE
PIZZA
ANSWER

•

FREE
DELIVERY

627-8844
5pm-1am Mon.-Thurs.
4pm-1:30am Fri.&Sat.
4pm-1am Sun.

HOT FRESH and FAST
$ 2.00 OFF

$1.00 OFF
ANY 12" or 14"
pizza with
thick crust

ANY 16" PIZZA
WITH THICK CRUST

1.00 OFF
ANY PIZZA
WITH PINEAPPLE

One coupon per pizza

One coupon per pizza

One coupon per pizza

Expires: 2/27/83

Expires: 2/27/83

Expires: 2/27/83

6278844

THE
PIZZA

ANSWER
PLL
OFL , v1HY

6278844

•

6278844

•
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Study Break

RECLASSIFIED CLASSICS
by Jeri Hurd

by Steve Campion
Yes, operator. Area code
919-558-7210...Thank you.
Hello, is Kris there?...All right, I'll
hold.
Hi, Kris! This is Ben...yeah. How
are you?...Fine, thanks...No, I know
it's not your birthday...Or
Christmas...No, I just called to hear
your voice and tell you some good
news.
Chemistry? _Oh, that's too bad.
How did it happen...Did you get the
burners turned off in time?...No, Kris,
you should never pour water on a
grease fire...Well, it didn't spread,
did it?...Just a block, huh?. What did
the man at the gas station
say?...Funeral is Tuesday...Are you
sending flowers?...The florist's truck
was getting gas, huh?...Gee, kid,
you've had a rough week. Who's going to pay for it?...Really? All of
it?...Why can't your insurance company pay some of the cost? - Wait!
Don't tell me! Their office was next
to the gas station...Oh, just a hunch.
Well, you must have some good
news. How about in history
class?...Gee, I didn't think grades
went that far into the alphabet. The
final exam was tough?...You had to
write seven essays?!...The old noggin
blanked, huh?...Come on, Kris, how
could you misspell the same word
twelve times?...No, it's spelled A-me-r-i-c-a...The prof should have given

you some credit, though. At least
you made it clear that the North
won...He still wouldn't accept
it?...What was your highest
offer?...That's a shame.
With all that has happened to you,
it must be comforting to know you
still have your violin...Who sat on
it?...Betty is your roommate, isn't
she...What was she getting revenge
for?...You did what to her car?...Well,
they shouldn't build parking lots
near cliffs...l'm glad you were safe.
How many stitches did Betty
have?...Isn't amputation a little extreme?...Well, you didn't tell me
about the snake bites. What were
they doing in your room?...Why
wouldn't your biology teacher keep
them in his room?...There's nothing
wrong with your reputation...Do I
dare ask what happened on
Sunday?...I'm sure you didn't mean
it. It was an accident. It could have
happened to anybody... Windows
break easily...All of the windows?
Even the stained glass near the
altar?...You must have a voice with
just the right pitch, that's all...Well,
if you weren't singing, what were
you doing?...I had no idea you
snored!...They told you the sermon
was good, eh?
What?...0h, my good news? Last
term I got straight A's!
Kris? Hello? Hello?

Threlkeld Named Cunningham Fellow
Brian Threlkeld, UPS senior majoring in history and political science,
has been awarded the second Laura
H. Cunningham Fellowship.
Threlkeld is the son of Vernon
Threlkeld of Bellevue and Carolyn
Urban of Seattle.
The grant, providing $10,000 for a
year of independent study and
travel, is annually awarded to a UPS
graduating senior who has displayed
academic excellence and unusual
potential. Last year Phyllis Jestice
received this award.
Threlkeld, who is focusing on East
Asian history, will journey to Japan,
China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong, adding important dimension to his
study of that area. Threlkeld says he
hopes to spend much of his time in
Japan, including an extended stay
with a Japanese family. "All of these
places are pertinent in the history of
Japan's 20th-century crisis and
recovery," Threlkeld says.
In announcing the 1983 Cunningham fellow, UPS President Philip
Phibbs said, "Brian epitomizes the
qualities the committee seeks for
the Cunningham fellow. His keen
mind and perceptiveness were
quickly noted by the professors who
have followed his intellectual
development with great enthusiasm.
He is held in great esteem by both
peers and professors. Brian's prowess in the athletic field has added

another facet to this well-rounded
young man."
A 1978 graduate of Bellevue's
Sammamish High School, Threlkeld
has achieved notable success both
on the field and in the classroom at
UPS. United Press International
selected the 6'5", 210-pound tackle
as a 1982 Academic All-American
and pro scouts showed their sincerity by drafting Threlkeld into the
United States Football League. UPS
professors deem the honor student's
scholastic performance equally
remarkable. An Honors Program
participant since his freshman days,
Threlkeld helped to propel the UPS
College Bowl team to the regional
championships two years in a row.
He also is active in the Friday Society, a faculty-student group which
promotes intellectual exchanges.
When he returns from the Pacific
Rim countries, Threlkeld plans to attend graduate school, focusing
again on Asian studies, with an
ultimate goal of college teaching or
a career in The Foreign Service.
The Cunningham Fellowship was
established in 1981, after Mrs. Cunningham, a Seattle resident who died
in 1978 at age 90, bequeathed the
majority of her estate to UPS. The
Laura H. Cunningham Endowment
Fund, in addition to the fellowship,
provides scholarships for UPS
juniors and seniors.

I was sitting in my apartment the
other night with nothing to do when
I decided 'I think I'll count my
books.' (It's amazing the things
you'll do when you're bored!) This
was no easy task because I have
books stashed in all sorts of odd
places, not just the bookshelves. In
fact, a friend once told me she feels
she ought to whisper whenever she
comes over because my apartment
reminds her of the library. Anyway,
I started counting and, what with
losing count, forgetting a few and
stopping to read something every
4th or 5th book, it took me quite a
while. However, I finally finished
and it averaged out to approximately 350 books, most of them paperback. I wasn't too surprised; after
all, it's a college student's occupational hazzard. But then, just for
kicks, I decided to add up their
I about had a
monetary value.
Twelve hundred dollars,
stroke.
give or take a hundred—and that
wasn't even counting text books!
Figure it out, that's 400 pitchers of
beer, 300 full price movies, 90 tanks
of gas, 9.3 months rent or 1.75
classes at U.P.S. (For the price of
one class you could have over 200
pitchers of beer. Makes you sick,
doesn't it?)
But then I started thinking about
it."Hurd," I said, "You've been collecting and reading these ever since
6th grade when you first had to read
Tom Sawyer. That's 14 years, or
about 20 cents a day. (Well, I
didn't actually say that. I had a
math-type friend figure it out later.
But I would have, if I'd thought of
it.) This doesn't even count their
aesthetic value, which is where the
real value lies.
Well, I was kind of intrigued by
all of this, so I started asking other
people how many books they had
and what kind they were..My sister
had five, two of them cookbooks.
She also told me to stop being an intellectual snob just because I'd
gone to college (it's an old argument). Jon "The Iconoclast" Blitz
has quite a few and, to my utter
amazement, most of them were
classics. I think I offended him
when I asked if he had actually read
them, or if they were just for show.
After that, I decided to steer clear
of college students and ask some of
my non-academic friends. The
answers were all variations on a
theme. For the most part their
bookshelves, if they had any, were
filled with Victoria Holt, Janet Daily, Harold Robbins and a myriad of
other trashy novelists (I can hear
people screaming "Value
judgment" now, but what the heck.)
This has all been a round about
way of getting to my point—how to
get people to read the 'classics.
How to get the "common
man" Steinbeck so loves to spout
on about interested in Shakespeare,
Hawthorne, Lawrence, Joyce, et al.
While pondering this problem, it occurred to me that most people
judge a book by its cover, i.e. the
blurb on the back. So I checked out
a few of my favorite books and
here, verbatim, is what I read: "The
text of Moll Flanders reprinted in

this edition is the Chetwood and
Edlin first edition (January, 1722),
the only edition definitely known to
be Defoe's own...." (Moll Flanders,
Norton Critical Edition, W.W. Norton & Co. Inc, 1973).
Well, shoot! No wonder nobody
buys these things. What people are
looking for now is action, adventure, passion. They couldn't care
less whether this is the original version of someone's manuscript. They
want to know whether there's any
sex or not. How many people are
killed, is there a lot of intrigue? Or,
in other words, they want to get
some vicarious and voyeuristic
thrills out of reading someone else's
story, to escape the mundanity of
their own lives. And I'm not saying
this is wrong. Anyone who reads is
escaping temporarily into another
world, another time, and I think
that's terrific. But I also think the
people who don't read the classics
because they think they're going to
be bored are missing out on some of
the most heady escapism going.
And all because of the boring
description on the back.
This is a flaw that needs correction, a wrong to be righted...a
challenge I can't resist. So Penguin,
Signet and Bantam Classics, take
note. The following is what we'd
like to see on the back of some of
literature's most famous works.
The Scarlet Letter--Torn between her
duty to a husband she presumes dead and her
illicit passion for a man she can 't have,
Hester Prynne (called the Scarlet Harlot by
her neighbors) is forced into a life of ignominy with her love child, Pearl. Slaving
away with her needle by day, remembering
forbidden passion by night, Hester must
stand by and watch the man she loves
destroyed by the man she hates. Will she intervene? Will she tell Dimmesdale the awful
truth, or will Chillingworth succeed in his dire
plan? Find out in the final, staggering conclusion to Hawthome's classic tale of love
and revenge, The Scarlet Letter.

Hamlet--Who really killed Hamlet, Sr?
Was it Gertrude, his wife, who quickly
allowed herself to be consoled by her late
husband's brother? Or was it the brother
himself, driven by desire for both Hamlet's
throne and wife? Maybe it was Hamlet, Jr.,
held from the power he desires by a father
too slow to die, and caught between his love
for the fair Ophelia and a shameful, illicit
desire for his mother. And who is Fortinbras, the mysterious claimant to the throne of
Denmark? Is he really Hamlet Sr. 's illegitimate son, begotten in a brief night of
love with the wife of Polonius, Hamlet's
chief advisor? Shakespeare, the Master of
Mystery, has created yet another suspenseful
Hamlet, Prince of Denmark.

thriller in

Huckleberry Finn--Join in this epic tale of
Adventure on the High Seas as Huck, a
young, innocent boy fleeing the cruelty of a
at.115 IL SpIIISI.C1,

Icauu Luc ways tn ute dull

love. Watch as Huck narrowly escapes
death, thrill to each breathtaking mishap and
cry when Huck falls in love with an older
woman--a love never to be had, but never to
be forgotten. Mark Twain catches the heart
of America in this tale--a book you won't
want to miss!
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continued from page 1

UPS Student Gives Impressions of Thailand

oneself. A person has to know
himself in order to overcome all
other ignorance."
"How difficult is it to become an
arhat (fully enlightened one)?"
"It depends on one's mind. A light
mind will rise quickly and easily. But
a heavy mind is pulled down by
gravity. A light mind finds it easier to
rise to enlightenment."
Witness to faith . .
A quarter of a mile away. The
center of the universe. Axis mundi.
Under the shrine's roof, the people
swarm and crush together to press
small squares of gold leaf to images
and to a pillar, expressing in the New
Year gratitude for hopes fulfilled,
and hopes and commitments for the
future. Outside, vendors sell small
birds in cages - ten baht(fourty-four
cents) for two - which the buyer immediately releases as an act of pure
unselfishness. Quickly, the birds dart
away.
By midmorning, the bus heads
north out of Bangkok into the countryside, over the vast delta. The professors and some students chat,
others doze, and at least one mind
drifts back to three full days in
Bangkok. Images. Things seen so
briefly; one remembers Heart of
Darkness, when the unnamed narrator reflects disparagingly on how,
for most men of the sea, ". . . after
[their] hours of work, a casual stroll
or a casual spree on shore suffices to
unfold for [them] the secret of a
whole continent ..." And Bangkok is
so big, so cosmopolitan. But still .
Shortly after dawn, in Lumpini
Park. Men among the trees and on
broad lawns practice tai-chi; slow,
measured movements hint of introspective strength.
Traffic builds. Soon, the streets
roar with packed trucks, buses, cars,
motorcycles and "duik-duiks"; openair, three-wheeled taxis. Everyone
seizes the smallest possible advantage, zipping into spaces and between lanes in a day-long traffic jam.
The students learn quickly to cross
anywhere possible, waiting for the
mass of cars to slow, and then stepping into the street. It's a good bluff;
at least the drivers don't want to
dent their cars on pedestrians.
Shops, shops, everywhere a
multitude of shops, from holes in the
walls to a few department stores.
Cafes, noodles, textiles, gems,
machine shops - a mindnumbing
press of activity. Police stations,
garages, homes and all places large
enough to have extra space have
small shrines on pedestals, some ornate, some in ruins, in honor of and
to prevent mischief by the spirits of
the place.
Heat, dust and glaring sun. "Some
winter," remarks a professor. The
students walk and walk, and some
ride duik-duiks and baht buses. Tentatively at first, they try the street
food, sold in tiny shops and by street
vendors with portable braziers.
There are miniature, moist pancakes
of rice flour, coconut, and unknown
other ingredients, sausages, steamed
rolls stuffed with meat, grilled
kebabs of beef or pork or octopus,
dried squid, fish, fruit, curries . . .
Everything is spicy and hot, or can
be, at least. And there is rice: boiled
rice, pork-fried rice, sticky rice, but
always rice.

Others shop for clothes, jewelry,
and sundry items; a few buy gems at
reputable shops. Except when shopping at a few stores with fixed prices
and for food, the students work to
get a knack for bargaining - offering
a little more than half the
merchant's stated price, then working out the difference; perhaps starting to walk away to get the final
concession. Everyone, from Thai
merchant to American teenager, enjoys the activity.
In the late afternoon, the students
sit at a long table in the YMCA,
listening as Del lectures at the
table's head, and gazing speculatively at the lengthening, dust-filtered
rays of the sun. Del goes over the
material carefully; it is difficult in
places, and some of the students are
inexperienced. A question, some
discussion, a quick joke, and
laughter all around. A waiter brings
in cold drinks, and everyone listens
as class goes on.
"You know, I'm not concerned
about getting hit in this traffic; it's
asphyxiation that worries me."
Most of the students have not
been any place where English is not
the dominant language. Communication is sometimes difficult,
and everything hustles so. Bangkok
seems like a great rust bucket held
together by the incessant energy of
its people.
The food markets are fascinating.
Shaded, crowded, they teem with
fresh and dried meat, fruit,
vegetables, fish, spices, and things
unrecognized. They teem with flies,
too, and in some parts stink like, if
not of, pig shit. People stare at
pharang (foreigners) as they walk
down the streets; the students are
bigger than the Thai people, and
altogether very different. The great,
unavoidable feeling, drilled into
one's head like an unremitting noise,
is the terrific sense of one's own
alienness. Strangers in this land. And
yet . . .
A student, having wandered
through the back of a market to a
small sunlit alley, sits there for an
hour around noon, watching three
little boys. One is scared, and runs to
Mom. Mail comes, and she gets a letter from Ohio. She brings the little
boy, and sits on a piece of lumber
against the alley wall. She smiles at
the visitor, and talks to her son, say ing something several times, always
ending with, "... j' ba nai?" Eventually, a young teenage boy wanders by;
he knows a small bit of English, and
it seems the woman is asking
"Where are you going?" (It is a standard Thai greeting, the equivalent of
"What's happenin'?") Few words are
exchanged, but a stool for the visitor
and a pen for the youngest boy
speak clearly. The woman, the
children and their neighbors enjoy
the visitor, and he enjoys their
friendly company, in a quiet eddy of
the maddening city.
A couple hours or so out of
Bangkok, the bus rolls into the old
capital of Ayutthaya, to the ruins of
Wat Ratchaburana. The great stupa
stands, now reinforced by concrete.
A couple of students climb its steps,
under the glare of the midday sun,
and then descend narrow stairs to
the deep heart of the structure. The
dense, moist heat grows oppressive,

and silent but for breath and muffled steps. The man and woman step
up into a tiny chamber, lit, as though
from a distance, by fluorescent
lights. Paintings dance around the
walls and ceiling, clearly in a few
places, but in most faded, dim - insubstantial ghosts, still weaving their
stories of worldly trials, salvation,
and noble minds, now beyond the

Next week:

sight of human eyes, now living
through the ages in their own world,
for themselves.
Evening falls as the bus begins to
climb the hills. Fires burn in the
fields, glowing afar as darkness
deepens. Slowly, the moon rises, its
swollen, orange bulk glowing impassively through the smoke; like
another fire, it ascends the sky.

Chiang Mai.

THE ICONOCLAST

by Jon Blitz

Perhaps a better name for my
column this week would be The
Idealogue, since your beloved downto-earth cynic will be writing.about.
ideas of a more ethereal nature.
Don't fret, however, I do plan to get
in a few jabs to keep within the
iconoclastic theme. I'd hate you to
think I am trying to lecture you, so
I'll try not to get carried away; but I
ask you, when else am I going to
have this opportunity?
There has been considerable
debate of late within my extremely
small circle of friends concerning
idealism and realism. Miss Hurd felt
it her prerogative to run off at the
mouth a few weeks back in The Trail
about how we should be idealists. I
get the feeling after attending UPS
for innumerable years that the majority of people going to school here,
as well as the academic community
in general, would wholeheartedly
agree with her. So here is my chance
to denounce idealists and maybe
anger a few people in the process.
After all, we can't have such blatant
idealism and pie-in-the-sky fantasy
without expecting the resident cynic
to reply.
First, let's examine what the word
idealism implies. I'm too lazy to
look it up, but idealism would seem
to me to imply a way of looking at
things the way they should be, rather
than the way they are. I think that's
a very dangerous tendency—to say
the least. It's those idealists who say
"Hold on to your dreams, they're all
we've got." Pretty cynical statement, if you think about it. I would

rather say "Hold on to reality, it's all
we've got." Idealism is nothing
more than an escape from reality.
I'm sitting here listening to one of
the greatest contemporary cynics,
Bruce Springsteen, right now. He
just said something very apropos. 'If
dreams come true wouldn't that be
nice, but this ain't no dream...' Eloquent. (Others quote Shakespeare, I
quote Springsteen.)
The very origin of this corrosive
idealism in many cases is in our institutions of higher learning. What
college student doesn't look up to
his teachers? We have very
moldable minds since when we go to
college we (at least ()develop most
of our values. I think that accounts
for much of the difference between
those who go to college and those
who don't. Moving away from home
and parental influence for the first
time, we gain our own value system.
We talk to professors with Ph.D.'s.
Individuals who are highly
respected, intelligent, persuasive
and idealistic. It would seem to me
that there would be no incentive to
teach other than idealism or

altruism, a trait rarely encountered
on such a grand scale. The money is
bad, science teachers in general
could make double the amount in industry, business people I assume can
do the same. English, philosophy,
history, etc. must have gone into
their subjects with either an
idealistic bent or without thinking.
So the people of influence in our
society, the college educated,
receive a decidedly one sided education in their way of looking at life. It
is this dichotomy of thought which is
the cause of friction between
academia and industry.
Idealism manifests itself in many
ways, some futile, some dangerous.
I usually leave myself wide open for
people to slam me in letters to the
editor, but just let me patch up this
one hole in my argument. One can
think idealistically in sort of a
hypothetical sense, but still act as a
realist. The abilty to think
idealistically is a plus, but to act
solely on idealistic impulse is futile
and dangerous. A true idealogue is a
dangerous person. These people are
characteristically rigid and narrow in
their beliefs (i.e. Ronald Reagan).
Where is the idealogue's mental birthplace? Idealism. The fervent
belief in an ideological principle
like, say, communism is inherently
evil because it's anti-god, or government is bad so we should get government off the backs of the people is
dangerous.Whether the people, at
least a percentage, starve in the
meantime is of little concern. The
ideal must be upheld. I could go on
and on about this, but I wouldn't
blame you for not bothering to read
it, so I'll move on.
Let's look at an idealist's view of
nuclear technology. As in any issue,
you have rigid idealogues or
idealists on one side, and rigid
idealogues or idealists on the other.
This situation is absolutely irreconcilable. I talk to an acquaintance
now and then about nuclear science
in general. I venture to say that this
person is a typical rigid idealist in
the "left" wing. All nuclear weapons
and even nuclear science should be
banned, bar none. And she means it;
boy, does she mean it! Maybe she's
right; I don't think so. What I do
think is that her rigid idealogical
beliefs have clouded the reality of
the situation. It will never happen,
why bother fighting for it? Try to
achieve the achievable, not the impossible. One must keep reality
firmly in mind when dealing with
anything. This ain't no dream. Does
that make me a cynic? Does that
condemn me to a life of unhappiness? If you think so, then who is
the cynic?
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NATIONAL COLLEGE BRIEFS
College Profs Dump Supply Side Theory
'AS A CLASSROOM IDEA,
IT'S COME AND GONE'

•

•

•

By David Gaede
(CPS) — College economics departments apparently have given up on
supply side economics. Students
may have a hard time finding a class
to learn about it from now on.
In contrast to two years ago, when
many econ departments were
scrambling in the first flushes of
Ronald Reagan's victory to find
some way to discuss the theory in
their classes and squeeze it into late
editions of textbooks, the theory is
dying out.
These days, the theory's been
reduced to "just another
alternative" status or eliminated
altogether in many classrooms.
"Reaganomics, as a popular idea
in the classroom, has pretty much
come and gone," says New Mexico
State economist Kathleen Brook.
"People have become aware that it's
not an instant cure-all, that it's just
another alternative."
"I'm struggling with how to cover
the whole business of Reaganomics
in my revision," of Economics: Principles, Problems and Policies, says
Campbell McConnell, the book's
author and an economics professor
at the University of Nebraska.
"You hate to devote much space
to something that already looks like
a failure," he says.
Likewise, American University
professor and author Brad Schillar
isn't sure how a special section on
supply side economics in his forthcoming revision of The Economy
Today will be received.
"I'm a bit shocked that some
books have dropped their chapters
on Reaganomics," he says. "I'm including it because I want to give
students some perspective on how
the theory evolved."
The theory essentially prescribes
that the government should
stimulate business — the side of the
economy that supplies goods and
services — through tax breaks and
deregulation in order to improve the
economy.
Since the 1930's, the U.S. government has generally adhered to the
theories of British economist John
Maynard Keynes, who argued the
government could manipulate the
economy by stimulating consumer
spending and consequently demand
for products.
The president, of course, campaigned on the promise of junking
Keynesian economics in favor of
supply-side economics.
In his first two proposed federal
budgets, President Reagan did ask
for dramatic tax cuts in order to
stimulate the supply side of the
economy. In his third budget, unveiled in early February, the president
himself essentially abandoned the
theory, asking for some tax increases
to help minimize the budget deficit.
Nevertheless, "Reaganomics, to
the extent that college professors
cover current issues and events, is
probably still discussed and debated
in college economics courses," con-

tends John Sumansky of the Joint
Council on Economic Education in
Washington, D.C.
Indeed, the University of Southern
California classes of supply-side star
economist Arthur Laffer are "still
very popular and always full,"
reports Richard Eastin, chairman of
USC's finance department
But at USC, "we teach primarily
Keynesian theory," Eastin adds.
"If Reaganomics had worked, it
.

would have made a big difference in
how widely it's taught. But I think
maybe everyone's expectations were
built up a little too much."
Even University of Texas - El Paso
supply-side enthusiast Tim Roth
spends "only a little class time on
Reaganomics."
He attributes the diminishing class
time afforded-supply side theory to
the personal feelings of faculty
members.

"Most professors here, and
everywhere for that matter, tend to
be skeptical of Reaganomics," he
says. "My guess is that among
academic economists, most oppose
the theory."
He'd get no argument from McConbell. "The track record of
Reaganomics so far has been so
poor, you're not sure whether it's
just a failure, or a dismal failure."

U.W. Recognizes Sign Language As "Natural"
Seattle, WA (CPS) — The University
of Washington has become the first
school in the country to allow
students to use American Sign
Language to meet foreign language
admissions requirements.
Washington had previously refused to consider Ameslan, as the sign
language is often called, because it
wasn't a "natural language," according to Michael Magie of UW's admissions office.
But the university changed its
mind on February 1st, Magie reports,
and determined Ameslan evolved

out of a culture of its own.
At the same time, the university
refused to approve computer
language as a substitute for a
foreign language.
Computer language, Magie says,
"will not count. It is not a natural
language."
Washington requires incoming
students to have two years of a
foreign language.
Magie estimates there are "maybe
a dozen or so deaf students on campus," whose foreign language re-

quirements had previously been
handled on "a case-by-case basis."
He points out the new policy also
applies to "students who want to be
interpreters for the deaf and hearingimpaired."
Students can also use Ameslan to
meet new foreign language requirements, which will go into effect
in 1985 or 1986
However, they'll have to have
learned Ameslan elsewhere.
Washington does not have an
Ameslan program on the campus.

Falwell: Baylor Too Liberal
Moral Majority Leader Calls for Cut-Off of Baptist Funds
Waco, TX (CPS) — Jerry Falwell —
president of the Moral Majority and
founder of Liberty Baptist College in
Lynchburg, Virginia — apparently
thinks conservative Baylor University isn't conservative enough these
days.
During a recent tour of Dallas/Fort
Worth, Falwell urged Southern Baptists to stop funding the 138-year-old
Taxas school.
Falwell accused Baylor — the
largest Baptist-affiliated college in
the country — of straying too far
from its conservative, Southern Baptist roots, and said Southern Baptist
officials should tell the university,
"You are no longer our school, and
we're going to start other schools
that are in keeping with our beliefs."
Baylor officials say Falwell's
remarks are having little, if any, effect on the school's ties with the
Southern Baptist Convention or the
Texas Baptist General Convention,
which actually funds the school.
"Mr. Falwell continues to exhibit
his self-righteous approach to all
things and, in this case, a most
presumptuous attitude," says Baylor
President Herbert Reynolds.
"Love and wisdom," not "selfrighteousness and theocratic aims,"
will prevail within the Baptist community, Reynolds believes.
Falwell, however, insists that
Baylor, along with other Baptist colleges, has become too liberal and is
dividing moderates and conservatives within the Southern Baptist
community.
The solution to the split, Falwell
contends, is cutting off the $4.5
million in funding Southern Baptists

give to Baylor each year.
But Baylor officials point out the
funding, which amounts to eight percent of the university's total
revenues, comes from the Texas
Baptist General Convention, not the
national convention.
"Jerry Falwell doesn't even know
what he's talking about," says
Baylor spokeswoman Karen Benson.
"He isn't even a Southern Baptist,
and here he is telling us how to
spend our money."
Benson says she has no idea why
Falwell "spouted off" regarding
Baylor's funding.
"We're one of eight schools in
Texas which receive funding from
the Texas General Convention. Each
year we send delegates to the national Southern Baptist Convention,
but they certainly don't fund us,"
she explains.
"Falwell is apparently confused

over this process," Benson says.
"Both he and his Liberty Baptist College are independent Baptists, so
we're really not even sure why (he's
giving us advice)."
Despite Falwell's 'criticisms, Benson says, "every response from Baptist officials has been against Falwell
and in favor of Baylor."
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The Slater Museum of Natural
History will have an Open House on
Sunday, February 27, 1983. The
theme of the exhibit will be "The
Freshwater World of Vertebrates"
from mountain streams to lowland
ponds and marshes. This will include
a slide presentation on Carlisle Bog
in Western Washington. Join us on
Sunday form 1-4 p.m. in Thompson
Hall Room 365 for an interesting
afternoon!

ARE YOU ANOREXIC OR BULIMIC?
Are you overly concerned with your weight and how
much you eat? Do you binge often? Are you using self
starvation, diuretics, excessive exercise, vomiting, or
laxatives to keep your weight down? If so, you may be
experiencing problems with ANOREXIA OR BULIMIA.
There is effective counseling help available. Contact:

CHARLES W.BRUNI, Ph.D.
Specializing in work with eating disorders, stress, and
women-men in transition. Dr. Bruni has over nine years
of university training and nineteen years of clinical experience. Individual, group, and/or family therapy can be
provided. Call 759-7984 for further information or an
appointment.
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LOGGER SPORTS
Saints Burn Logs, Playoff Hopes in Ashes
by Sheldon Spencer

Yes, the closer you get to the postseason, the more you are slip-sliding
away.
At the risk of being trite, one can
summarize the University of Puget
Sound's basketball season with that
paraphrase of a line in the old Paul
Simon song. Tuesday night's 64-62
heartbreaking loss to St. Martin's
University marked she second consecutive setback for the Loggers and
their third in the last four games. The
Loggers are now 15-13 on the season,
and despite an impressive 6-2'Great
Northwest Conference record, their
hopes for a post-season berth in the
NCAA playoffs diminished in the
tainted Saints game.
It was a game which started late,
some five minutes after the slated
7:30 starting time, and a game which
was marred by almost every mishap
and wrongdoing. With the Loggers
up 6-4 three minutes in to the contest, one of the three officials working the contest called a timeout for a
ball check, which resulted in an exchange of game balls, because the
first apparently was not inflated to
satisfaction. The Logs took advantage of the timeout and returned to
the court afire, as UPS outscored the
Saints 8-2 in a two minute period
thanks to sharp passing by Norman
Brown and Bill Bakamus which set
up easy backdoor baskets
It was a game played with the
spectre of recurring clock problems,
most notably the absence of a working clock behind the north basket. It
was a disadvantage St. Martin's had
to live with during the first half as
they fought back from eight point
.

deficits, the last of which saw UPS
leading 28-20 at the four minute
mark. The Loggers were at the north
basket in the second half.
It was a game shaded with
animosity between the two squads
which came to the fore with 3:55 remaining, when Logger forward
Brown protested a call with an official and Saints' Head Coach Joe
Meagher. When Logger Coach Don
Zech removed Brown, the Loggers
were clinging to that eight point
lead. When the half ended, the
Saints' went to the lockerroom with
a three point advantage, 31-28, by
virtue of scoring 11 unanswered
points.
The Saints' increased their lead to
eight, 47-39 with 8:55 remaining
before the Loggers began to make a
comeback. The Loggers closed to
54-51 by virtue of Darin Gearhart's
three point bomb, but then the
teams exchanged baskets until
Brown earned his fifth foul with 3:50
remaining. The Logs continued to
make a valiant run at the Saints',
though, and the outcome was in
doubt until Jerry Williams' desperation 35 foot jumper glanced the rim
at the buzzer.
A rematch of the game which
served as the benchmark for the Loggers to entertain playoff possibilities
at all, the February 5th 77-75 overtime victory over Seattle Pacific,
will be the Loggers' next contest,
Saturday evening at 7:30 in the
Fieldhouse. The regular season concludes next Tuesday night as the
University of Alaska-Anchorage ventures into the Fieldhouse for another
7:30 start.

Photo by Preston A. Patton

Logger Rally Wallace (32) and Saints
Defender battle under the net.

Lady Loggers Upend St. Martins Hoopsters
by Marlene Dean

"It's going to be a rough game,"
said Coach Sally Leyse from the
bench and rough it was. St. Martins
was a very physical team. As soon as
the game started, St. Martins proved
to be just as fast as the Logger
women, so fastbreaking was
definitely not the key to winning the
game. It was good. The result was a
75-66 Lady Logger victory.
Caron Zech, who has been out for
21/2 weeks with a stress fracture,
started and played consistently
throughout the game, scoring 12
points. Guard Polly Vaughn
displayed skill and speed, playing
great defense and blocking several
shots, while center forward Annette
Foley racked up 17 points for the
Loggers. Forward Judy McLeod
hustled during the first period,
shooting her famous outside shots,
scoring 11 points.
During the first period, things got
"wild" as both teams were racing

back and forth. Neither team seemed to be in control. The Logger
women got the ball right under their
basket and fumbled it away several
times.
In the last 2 minutes of the first
period, the game was fast and exciting. Guard Donna Balmer stuck to
her opponent like glue, stealing the
ball several times and scoring 12
points for the night. Polly Vaughn
and Annette Foley played such good
defense that St. Martins was running
around the court trying to find a
"safe" spot to shoot the ball.
Both teams came out fast during
the second period, a little too fast
for the Loggers. The Loggers began
making careless mistakes, turning
the ball over several times and
miscalculating plays. Vaughn continued to burn the floor with her
speed and good defense. She
brought the whole team off the
bench when she blocked a St. Mar-

tins' shot and drew a foul. McLeod
limped to the side with a twisted
ankle, only to return a few minutes
later.
After a time out and a long lecture
from Coach Leyse and assistant
coach Angela Shepard, the Logger
women regained composure, slowed
the game down and displayed some
good basketball. Annette Foley
caught the shooting fever, burning
the net with 3 consecutive shots, exciting both the fans and her team
members.
With 1 minute 54 seconds left, the
score 63-60, confusion set in again.
St. Martins began to double and run
all over the court, pressuring the
Loggers to lose their concentration
and the ball. The tension increased
and many of the St. Martins fans
began to shout, "Hey Loggers, can't
ya play under pressure?" The Loggers must have heard them, because
they slowed the game down, played

good defense and took a 6 point
lead. With only 15 seconds left in the
game, St. Martins' team member
Terri Driscoll got so upset she nearly
tackled guard Betty Sigurdson, sending them both crashing to the floor.
Betty took her foul shots, and added
2 more points to her 10 point contribution, giving her 12 for the night.
"We're showing improvement,"
said Coach Leyse. "We had 5 players
with double figures and that's what
we've been working for." The Loggers have an 8-5 Division record and
a possible spot in the playoffs.

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.
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Breakfast For Champions
A Weekly Sports Opinion Column
by Sheldon Spencer

Inhale the sweaty human essence.
Unless you are adept at halting
the respiratory process after exhaling, the eau de humanity is bound to fill
your skin's pores, your lungs' air sacs
and your very consciousness.
Listen to the screeching of
Burmese rubber on the soles of
shoes made in Taiwan tightly bound
to massive American feet.
See the exploits of Cavaliers hailing from Cleveland and Charlottesville, of Seventy-Sixers who reign
supreme in both the Spectrum and
the local YMCA, and of White Punks
who pound the hardwood in health
clubs across America.
Hear the cries which reach for the
leaky ceiling and dim flourescent
lighting overhead. "Hit me, me, me
Alfie!! J.J. get back on DEE-FENSE!
Say, ref, hey ref, lookee hear...Waddaya mean you ain't see no foul!!

Technical foul?! Me? Jeeeez..."
Visit any gymnasium, asphalt
playground, or backyard garage
where a semblance of a basketball
court exists. Prepare yourself to be
caught up in the middle of the game,
the avocation, the preoccupation,
the mania of Dr. James Naismith's
invention. It's basketball season. Enjoy.

**********************

After culling through the various
prognostications of the nation's selfproclaimed hoop experts, the
Breakfast makers have whipped up
their Final Four Forecast for the
NCAA post-secondary school year,
1982-83. The following four schools
will have squads representing them
in Albuquerque, New Mexico come
the last weekend in March:
1) Villanova
This school came very close to

derailing the University of North
Carolina championship express last
year in the tournament preliminaries
before Wildcat big man John Pinone
fouled out, and then the Tarheels
took advantage of Villanova's lack
of experience to eke out a victory.
This season, the Wildcats from Pennsylvania will claw their way to the
top. They will do so, we think,
because we like the way "Villanova
coach Rallie Massimino" rolls off
the tongue.
2) Nevada-Las Vegas
Remember the 1977 season? The
Rebels ran up 30 victories before
they marched into Atlanta for the
final four tourney, averaging better
than 89 points a contest in the process. Their coach, Jerry "The Shark"
Tarkanian, had a lineup that consisted of a Puerto Rican [Richard
Box], a black Asian [Eddie Owens], a

There's adventure
and an important job
waiting for you.

:tr

"To be a Navy pilot has been my lifetime single
greatest source of challenge, reward and pride.
Flying supersonic aircraft from the deck of an
aircraft carrier is all of The Right Stuff - - and
more! In addition to the thrill of flying and travel,
the Navy has given me so much, including the
opportunity to earn my Masters degree.
"There seems to be no end to challenge and self-

CAMPUS VISIT: MARCH 1
see your placement officer
for visitation schedule or
call toll free:
1-800-562-4009 (washington)
1-800-426-3626 (outside Wa.)

fulfillment opportunities in the Navy. And, no
salary could ever compensate me more than the
personal reward I receive by knowing I'm playing
a part in helping to secure a way of life unprecedented in the history of mankind. Yet, I am
paid - and paid well - to fly with the best. It can't
be beat. See for yourself."
Bill Metzger, Commander, USN

UNITED STATES

N

lead-footed white boy from New
York [Glen Gondrezick] and a young
Reggie Theus. What a team. They
were clobbered in the first round by
[who else] the University of North
Carolina.
This year, the Rebels officially
changed their nickname to Runnin'
Rebels, and while this year's squad
may not boast the cultural diversity
of five years ago, Coach Tarkanian
still chews on towels at courtside.
We think that's a good sign.
3)Marquette
The last time the Warriors were in
the final quartet, Head Coach Al
McGuire had announced he was
singing his swan song after 13 years
of coaching at the Wisconsin school.
This inspired the Warriors to win the
national championship for their
coach and school, the only time
that's happened in the school's
history.
This season will be the last for
McGuire's successor, Hank
Raymonds. Who says history won't
repeat itself? We do, but that
doesn't mean we don't think the
Warriors won't come close. It's just a
feeling.
4)Washington
That's not George Washington
University in the nation's capitol,
nor does that heading refer to
Washington University in St. Louis.
We mean none other than the
beleaguered basset hounds of Puget
Sound. They play basketball at the
UDub, and we can think of no better
scenario than seeing much maligned
Coach Mary Harshman take his
unheralded Huskies to the heights.
Upon doing so, Harshman will announce his resignation to accept the
reins of another downtrodden program, the school's football program.
Don James will have to support his
family selling wood stoves in those
hokey commercials until the Seattle
Seahawks put their football program
irrevocably in reverse gear by announcing James' hiring.
Incidentally, this will coincide
with Ronald Reagan's announcement that he was wrong all along,
resulting in his abandonment of all
proposed tax cuts and missile programs. We also have some oceanfront property in Kansas you might
be interested in.
......... *********
With every hoop season comes
the announcement of an AllSomething team. The following
members of the Breakfast for Champions All-World Team can bask in
the knowledge they are members of
select company:
Guard: Rod "The Rocket" Foster,
UCLA
Guard: Betty Sigurdson, Puget
Sound
Center: Patrick Ewing, Georgetown
Forward: Stewart Granger, Villanova
Forward: Sidney Green, Nevada-Las
Vegas
Coach of the Year: Rollie
Massimino, Villanova
We would suggest chiseling this in
stone, then again...
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THE COMBAT ZONE
S
CLEAN *

A SCOUT I

Reward $25,000
DEAD OR ALIVE
AGE: INDETERMINATE:

The
Tieless
President
This week, the entire Trail staff
has dropped its studies, skipped partying, ignored dating, and gone in
search of the Tieless President. We
began our search by recovering the
negatives of the pictures President
Phibbs' mother had taken of him as a
baby at K-Mart. Unfortunately, even
though it was only a clip-on, Phil
seems to have come with his tie as
standard equipment. We searched
through the old cub scouts scrap
books, and were once again foiled.
Perhaps the best time to find the
Tieless President would have been
during one of Phil's famous morning
jogs. The latter procedure would

have called for a yet more difficult
project, going out in search of a Trail
staff member at 6:30 a.m.
Finally, after all of us were at the
bottom of our professors' lists, had
no idea where the parties were
anymore, and stood no chance of
getting dates, we found the rare and
prized phenomenon we were looking for, the Tieless President. Hidden
deep within the bowels of Niwa
House, and caught in a rare and
casual moment, the Tieless President was captured by our own
undercover photographer who had
disguised himself as a video game.

The Combat Zone is Intended as a satirical work and has, as such been
set off from the rest of the newspaper. Any resemblance to any person,place or thing Is purely coincidental.

VOTE LIZARD KING
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WEIGHT: CHANGES wrrti
EATING I IAHrIrS
SHORT TO 'TALI.
EYES: SHIFTY
HAIR: SCRAGGLY. IF ANY
PERSONALITY: RESERVED
MANNER. DRINKS
HEAVY AND HAS
HAD MANNERS

DEPRAVED
DESPERADO
NOTICE TO ANYONE WHO COMES INTO CON'I'AGF WITH THIS PERSON. THAT THE
ABOVE IS WANTED FOR ANYTHING YOU CAN THINK OF AND
IS A KNOWN CRIMINAL IN THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE.

Presumptuous Posters
Once again Valentine's Day has
come and gone, some early flowers
beginning to bloom, the weather
forecast only calls for a 70 percent
chance of rain, and A.S.B. elections
have begun. Each of the candidates
for senate are only allowed to spend
$216.42 on their campaigns. When
asked what they spend this curiously
odd figure (set to reflect an increase
in the cost of living from last year!?!)
on, the candidates all tend to reply
"The money is for posters and
flyers." What should a senate candidate without any money do for
publicity, cut letters out of old
newspapers? Last year Bryn Lane, a
candidate for executive office, commented in a video taped interview,
"The first thing I would do if I were
in office is get rid of these damned
campaign signs. They are an eye
sore."
The ASB elections committee has
set strict guidelines on where the
signs can be posted, and how big
they can be. However, each candidate is allowed to put one poster
of "unlimited" size anywhere in the
SUB. It's incredible that nobody has
taken advantage of this option.
Theoretically some candidate could
wallpaper the entire student union
building as long as it was all connected as one sign. Or at least some
one could connect all of their little
signs with strips of paper going

around corners and up stairways and
call all of their signs one sign. The
other thing that would be fun to do
would be to invent a new candidate.
How many votes could a nonexistent student get with smart flyers
and posters? Or better still, why not
just confuse the voters and post the
names of non-existent candidates all
over the campus?

Name
That Dorm
Last week's appeal to the public
to submit suggestions for a new title
for Tenzler Hall drew quite a
response. It turns out that everyone
who took time to respond was shy
about having their names printed.
The printable list of titles includes
the following:
Monty Hall
U Hall
Hee Hall
Union Hall
Town Hall
Hall of Fame
Hallowed Hall
Hall Ucination
Concert Hall
Hall Mark
Hall 0

